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Ricky Duenas put on a strike fest during
the monthly finals of the Budweiser King
of the Lanes striking from the third to
the tenth frame for a 267 game against
hapless 2nd seed Victor San Nicolas’ 180
to retain his January title.
In the semi-final round 6th seed Duenas
ousted top seed Ray San Nicolas 203162 while 2nd seed Victor San Nicolas
advanced to the finals with a 204-166
victory over 4th seed Jay Leon Guerrero
Duenas and Leon Guerrero edged their
respective opponents in the quarterfinal

round with Duenas defeating 5th seed
Keith Guerrero 212-203 and Leon
Guerrero getting past 3rd seed Tyler
Bishop 207-198.
Ray San Nicolas scorched the lanes
with a 1431 six game total to lead the
King of the Lanes qualifying round
contested earlier in the day bowling
games of 215, 227, 299, 212, 223 and
255 for a 238 average. A distant second
was Victor San Nicolas Jr. with a 1310
total followed by Tyler Bishop 1302, Jay
Leon Guerrero 1253, Keith Guerrero
1228, Ricky Duenas 1207, John Bowers
1205, Manny Tagle 1199, Jesse Eyoel
1175 and Art Gatmen’s 1145 rounded off
the top ten.
Maddison Willis ousted Kennedy
Robinson to claim her first Budweiser
Prince of the Lanes monthly title for the
year. Willis took advantage of early
mishaps by Robinson to take control of
the match and never looked back.

Willis and Ronbinson registered easy
semi-final round victories as Willis beat
4th seed Jay Taijeron 216+35 to 136+28
score while Robinson was a 169+47 to
99+58 winner over top seed Amber San
Agustin.
San Agustin led the Prince of the Lanes
division with a 1350 total on 348 pins of
handicap followed by Maddison Willis
1328 (210 handicap), Nate Ungacta 1303
(264), Jay Taijeron 1301 (168), Michael
Ramos 1291 (234), Hey Yeon Chang
1267 (258), Kennedy Robinson 1257
(282), Roy Duenas 1241 (150), Tracey
San Agustin 1233 (210), and Anthony
Veney’s 1229 (96) moved into the top ten
elimination format.
The next Budweiser King and Prince of
the Lanes will be held on Sunday, March
20, 2011, 11:00 a.m. at the Central Lanes
Bowling Center.

Dave Fejeran jumped to an early lead in the monthly finals of
the Guam Senior Bowler of the Lanes after throwing a turkey
to open the game. However, back to back split leaves in the
fifth and sixth frames allowed Jim Pinaula an opportunity to
close the gap on the lower seeded player. Fejeran continued

to lead until opening with another split on the eighth frame
which allowed Pinaula to take a four pin lead. But tides turned
in the ninth frame as Pinaula opened with a 4-6-10 split which
allowed Fejeran to close the door on Pinaula who was unable
to make up a handicap deficit of 32 pins falling on a scratch
score of 177-175.
The semi-final round bore witness to the demise of the top
seeded players as top seed Terry Roberto bowed out to 10th
seed Dave Fejeran and 2nd seed Kin Sablan was shown the
door by 6th seed Jim Pinaula. Roberto’s total score of 206 was
one strike shy of advancing as she fell to Fejeran’s 216 total
while Pinaula cruised with a 195+2 to 143+32 output.
Roberto took pole position in the qualifying round held earlier in
the day with a 1328 total which included 264 pins of handicap.
Sablan placed 2nd with 1298 (192 handicap) followed by
Cindy Reyes 1270 (276), Norison Catbagan 1255 (12), Roger
Mejares 1251 (210), Jim Pinaula 1240 (12), Remy Matanane
1239 (162), Edgar Caper 1235 (162), Nestor Valencia 1232
(1114) and Dave Fejeran’s 1230 (144) completed the top ten
players that proceeded to the elimination rounds.
The next Guam Senior Bowler of the Lanes will be held on
Sunday, March 13 at 11:00 a.m. at the Central Lanes Bowling
Center.

